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ABSTRACT
Burrows serve many functions for animals by providing a place for rearing young, sleeping, hibernation,
food storage, protection from predators and extreme environment, and the function of burrows varies
with the degree of burrow complexity. We studied the burrow architecture (length, internal dimensions,
fractal dimension of tunnel systems, number of nesting chambers and surface holes) by excavating the
tunnels of 24 burrow systems of the plateau pika (Ochotona curzoniae). Pikas have two types of burrow
systems, namely temporary and permanent burrows. The number of surface holes and length of tunnels
were significantly different between the temporary and permanent burrows. Tunnel width and tunnel height
were not significantly different between the temporary and permanent burrows. The permanent burrow had
a nesting chamber but temporary did not have any. No hoarding chamber was found in either the permanent
or the temporary burrow. The temporary burrow was used to avoid predators in emergency situations,
and probably was the initial stage of construction of more complex burrows of some dispersing pikas.
Permanent burrows were used for avoiding predators, resting and rearing offsprings.

INTRODUCTION

A

nimals inhabiting frigid and temperate environments
often suffer harsh environmental conditions,
especially during the winter when low temperatures may
impose thermoregulatory stress on animals. To adapt
to these conditions, some animals hibernate and while
others adjust their behavior, for instance by huddling
and sun basking (West and Dublin, 1984). Another
important strategy is physiological adjustment, such as the
promotion of recruitment of brown adipose tissue (BAT)
and improving relative metabolic rate (RMR) (Yoneshiro
and Saito, 2014). In addition, animals can avoid stressful
surface conditions by taking refuge in burrows (Colombini
et al., 2013).
Burrows play an important role in the life of fossorial
mammals and the function of burrow varies with the
burrow complexity degree (Reichman and Smith, 1990;
Hinze et al., 2006). Generally, a simple burrow comprises
of a single nest chamber, and one or two entrance holes
(Hinze et al., 2006), but complex burrows include several
aboveground entrance holes joined to many interconnected
tunnels below ground (Goyal and Ghosh, 1993; Mankin
and Getz, 1994). Complex systems may contain one
or more nesting, hoarding and nursery chambers, or a
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combination of these structures (Hoogland, 1995; Khalidas
and Hansell, 1995). Burrows provide a place for protection
against predators, raise offspring (Hoogland, 1995), gain
access to high quality feeding sites through numerous entrance holes (Jackson, 2001) and provide a suitable microclimate for storing food (Reichman and Smith, 1990).
Besides, the major advantage of burrow (Korb and Linsenmair, 1998; Burland et al., 2002) is to serve as a refuge
and buffer against extremes in the environment (Jackson,
2000).
The plateau pika (Ochotona curzoniae), also called
the black-lipped pika, is a small (130-195 g) nocturnal
mammalian herbivores, belonging to the order Lagomorpha
(Smith and Marcfoggin, 1998). It occurs naturally in large
colonies in most areas above an altitude of 3300 m in
the Tibetan plateau (Qu et al., 2012). Such a distribution
restricts them to the cold, harsh sub-alpine and alpine
regions (Wei et al., 2013). This species does not hibernate
and the cold winter can cause massive mortality since it
is poorly adapted physiologically (Zong et al., 1986). To
cope with thermal stress, the pika exhibits behavioural
(sun-basking, huddling), physiological (increase BAT) and
morphological (dense fur) adaptations (Bai, 2015). This
species excavates extensive underground burrow systems
in grassland with low vegetation cover (Wei et al., 2013).
Generally, family members were composed by 3 adult
and 5-9 subadult. Pika colonies have numerous surface
holes, and it is likely that the burrow system functions as a
thermal buffer against climatic extremes (Wei et al., 2013),
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since pikas retreat into burrows during the coldest and
hottest times of the day (Zong and Xia, 1987). Monogamy
is the basic mating system of plateau pikas, but they also
exhibit other types of mating systems such as polygyny
and polyandry. Dispersal of pikas occurs in a narrow
window of time prior to the beginning of mating season,
Yearlings were the dominant dispersers among the pikas
(Choying, 2016).
Pikas are preyed upon by nearly all of the plateau’s
predators, but only weasels and polecats are the predators
known to enter the pika burrow systems and prey on adults
as well as their young (Smith and Foggin, 1999). Pikas
feed primarily on grasses and forbs (Liu et al., 2008).
The aim of this study was to investigate and describe
in detail the architecture of plateau pika’s burrow system
within an alpine climate in Gan-nan for the first time. To
test whether temporary burrow was the initial stage of
construction of more complex burrows of some dispersing
pikas for saving energy.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Study site
The research was conducted at a natural alpine
meadow in Maqu County, Gansu province of northwestern
China (located in the eastern part of the Qinghai-Tibetan
plateau, 33°34’N; 102°15’E). The study area is a rangeland
utilized by yak (Bos grunniens) and Tibetan sheep (Ovis
aries) during the winter (October to mid-April) and located
approximately 500 m from a main road. The plateau pikas
is the only one lagomorph species in study area. The site
has a typical alpine continental climate, characterised by
wet and cool weather with temperatures ranging from 26°C
in July to -29.8°C in January. The average annual rainfall
is 643.9 mm, which falls predominantly between June and
September. The growing season from June to September
is about 120 days. The main soil type is alpine meadow
soil. Dominant plant species are Kobresia kansuensis,
K. capillifolia, K. humilis, Elymus nutans, Stipa aliéna,
Potentilla anserine, and Saussurea hieracioides.
Excavation of burrow systems
Active burrow systems of the plateau pikas were
identified when pika entered it. The pika burrows were
found only in open areas with sparse vegetation cover.
Field work was conducted from May 2009 to October
2011. The burrow systems were carefully excavated
with a spade and a small shovel to maintain the original
organization and morphology of the tunnels and associated
structures and not to destroy any significant marks.
Released the captured pikas when excavated the burrows. A
total of 24 burrow systems were excavated (15 permanent

burrow systems and 9 simple burrow systems). All data
were mapped horizontally and vertically. The depth from
the ground surface to the top of the burrow, tunnel length,
maximal depth, the height and width of the burrow were
measured using a tape measure (± 0.1 cm). The number
of entrance holes, dimensions, branch numbers and
contents of the nesting areas and defecation sites were also
recorded. The volume of all chambers was calculated using
the formula V = width 1 ×width 2 × height × π × 1/6 and
expressed in liters (Scheibler et al., 2006). The excavated
burrow systems were chosen at random and were not
adjacent to one another. All measurements were taken with
a measuring tape and rounded to the nearest centimeter.
The fractal dimension is an independent measure of
burrow complexity (Le Comber et al., 2006). A fractal
dimension is essentially a measure of the degree to which
a one-dimensional structure reflects the underground
environment of pikas living. A complex burrow system is
characterized by the presence of numerous side branches,
which run in different directions and thus has a higher fractal
dimension value than that of a simple burrow with one or
no side branches. The fractal dimensions for all 24 burrow
systems in this study were calculated using the Fractal
Dimension Calculator 1.2 program as used by Thomas et
al. (2013), which is designed to assist with the application
of the ‘box counting’ method, as in Le Comber et al. (2006),
for determining the fractal dimension of burrow structure.
We identified 6 temporary burrow systems in June
2009, and used smoke bombs to identify surface all
holes by plugging smoking holes with balls of paper.
These burrows were then marked and the process was
repeated yearly for the following two years. In order to
confirm whether the number of holes used the smoking
bomb method was consistent with actual number of holes
then excavated them in July 2011, recorded the number
of surface hole, the tunnel length, maximal depth of each
burrow.
Statistical analysis
Data were presented as mean ± SE and were
tested for normality and homogeneity of variance using
Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk test respectively.
Mann-Whitney U-test was employed on non-normal data
and independent t-test on normal data. Analyses were
performed using SPSS 19.0 program and significance was
measured as p < 0.05.

RESULTS
Our observations showed that the number of entrance
holes in excavated burrows ranged from 2-9 per system.
The number of tunnels varied from 2 to 9, depending on
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the type of the burrow system. General characteristics
of burrow systems are depicted in Figure 1. The simpler
type was the temporary (escape) burrow, these temporary
burrows were short with no or only a few branches and
low number of entrance holes (2-3). The length of the
temporary tunnels was shorter compared to permanent
burrows (Table І).

in two type burrow systems. The number of entrance
holes, mean length, branch number, maximal depth and
the fractal dimension of two types burrow systems were
statistically different (p < 0.05). The tunnel height (p =
0.856) and tunnel width (p = 0.856) were not significantly
different.
We found the temporary and permanent burrow
systems all without store chambers. The nest chamber
had some dry plant material such as Elymus nutans, K.
capillifolia, K. kansuensis, Scirpus pumilus. The volume
of nest chambers of permanent burrows varied from 212.6
to 385.2 cm³.
In June 2009, we observed only two or three surface
holes in the six temporary burrow systems. We found two
collapsed burrows in 2010. In July 2011, we excavated
the remaining four burrows and found that two temporary
burrow systems still had two or three surface holes, the
tunnel lengths were 2.8 m and ± 3.3 m and the maximal
depths were 24.2 cm and 22.6 cm. However, other two
temporary burrow systems changed into permanent
burrow systems which had a nest chamber, 6 and 8 surface
holes, the tunnel lengths were 7.4 m and 8.7 m, and the
maximal depth were 54.2 cm and 49.6 cm, respectively, in
July 2011. The number of holes identified using the smoke
bomb method, were consistent with result of excavated.

Fig. 1. Top view of burrow system types of Plateau pikas:
Temporary burrow and Permanent burrow.

DISCUSSION

Table І.- Burrow features of plateau pika in permanent
(n = 15) and temporary burrows (n = 9) (Means ± SD).
Features

Permanent
burrow

Temporary
burrow

P value

No. of entrance holes

6.6 ± 1.2

2.4 ± 0.5

0.000

Tunnel length (m)

9.4 ± 1.8

3.5 ± 0.7

0.000

Tunnel width (cm)

7.5 ± 0.8

7.4 ± 0.8

0.811

Tunnel height (cm)

7.3 ± 0.5

7.2 ± 0.5

0.856

Branch number

2.2 ± 0.7

7.4 ± 1.3

0.000

Maximal depth (cm)

55.2 ± 5.0

28.1 ± 4.9

0.000

Depth of nest (cm)

55.2 ± 5.0

—

Volume of nest (cm3)

284.1 ± 50.9 —

Fractal dimension

1.025±0.004 1.004±0.005

0.000

Permanent tunnels changed direction about 30.6 ±
4.8 cm from entrances underground and the inclination
changed from 18º to 31º. Permanent burrows had a nest
chamber and the nest was in the deepest part of the
burrows. Total length of the tunnels of each burrow system
can reach 12.4 m. There was no food store chamber either

Pikas have two types of burrow systems, namely
temporary and permanent burrows. Burrow architecture
varies among and within species. Three types of burrows
were reported for Meriones. unguiculatus (Scheibler
et al., 2006) and Allactaga. firouzi (Saeed et al., 2010),
including temporary, summer and winter burrows.
Eygelis (1980) found 5 types of burrows of M. persicus
in Azerbaijan, consist of temporary burrow, breedingforaging burrows, breeding-wintering burrows, wintering
burrows and complicating burrows. Shenbrot et al. (1997)
thought that the reasonable explanation is that each animal
maintains several burrows, one complex home burrow and
several simple burrow systems. Because the territorary of
different pika families were overlop (Wang, 1989) and we
can’t quantified each family has several permanent and
temporary burrows, but only found pikas had two type
burrow systems.
Mankin and Getz (1994) concluded that temporary
(escape) burrows, that were slightly smaller than permanent
burrows, had numerous (2-9) entrance holes to allow pikas
rapid entry or exit. Our results were consistent with that
of Spermophilus tridecmlineatus (Rongstad, 1965), A.
elater and M. unguiculatus (Scheibler et al., 2006). Pikas
also possess temporary burrows without a chamber and
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with two to three entrances, but in contrast to A. firouzi
(Saeed et al., 2010), which has a nest chamber. We believe
temporary burrows of pikas have the function of avoiding
predators.
Ilikler (1974) and Scheibler et al. (2006) found that
there are food storage chambers in the burrows of M.
tristrami and M. unguiculatus, a feces room, a blind alley
and a few feces chambers in the burrow of M. tristrami.
Our results were consistent with the results of Liu that
there was no food chamber in the burrows of pikas (Liu
et al., 2008). Liu et al. (2008) demonstrated that pikas
collected hay piles against an unpredictable food shortage
in winter. We didn’t find feces chambers, but the defecation
sites were found in the abandoned holes. Wei et al. (2013)
thought it was beneficial for the survival of the pikas when
feces sites were outside of the burrow because feces can
breed bacteria. There was only one nesting chamber in
permanent burrows suggesting that the nest chamber was
the place for reproduction and can be adequately buffered
from above ground temperature conditions. Considering
that pikas are social animals, we believe all individuals rest
there to reduce the energy needed to keep a constant body
temperature by tightly huddling and thereby reducing their
surface area to volume ratio in winter (Ebensperger, 2001).
Saeed et al. (2010) thought temporary burrows of
A. firouzi probably are day shelters of young dispersing
individuals and the initial stages of the construction of
more complex burrows for saving energy. Our observations
suggested that entrance holes, tunnel length and the
maximal depth of two temporary burrows changed to be
similar to permanent burrows, and had a nesting chamber
after 2 years. Pikas can use existing simple burrow
systems and expand it to complex burrows. Considered
the natural longevity of pikas is about two years (Wang,
1989), we believe that the simple burrow is probably the
initial stage of construction of more complex burrows to
some dispersing pikas for saving energy. According to
White (2005), all burrower pikas construct their tunnels as
narrow as possible in order to prevent the collapse of the
walls and saving energy. Our results indicate that tunnel
width was about 7.5 cm, which can allow one adult pika
to pass (body width is about 5.4 cm) to two the burrow
systems, which to some extent seems consistent with the
results of White (2005).

CONCLUSION
Temporary burrows are thought to be used by the
pikas to avoid predators in emergency situations, and are
probably the initial stage of construction of more complex
burrows of some dispersing pikas. Permanent burrows
are used, in addition to predator avoidance, as a place for

resting and rearing offsprings.
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